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In many Western countries, Tteacher education and the teaching job profession of
teaching are in a critical state problem in many western countries. The supposedly
stigma that low status of the job of teaching is a low-status profession has is
affecting on the quality of people applying toapplications to teacher education

Comment [A1]: For clarity, consider
being more specific here. For example,
can this portion be revised as “many
Western countries such as the U.S. and
the U.K.”?
Comment [A2]: Please provide
citations for all such factual information.

institutes, and therefore, education administrators and parents are constantly
blaminge teacher educatorsthese institutes, because theyfor failing to bring out
effective produce skilled teachers. In the pastrecent decades, the argument over
educational reforms has led to the a call for a “new” form of teacher education.
According to Ssome studies, say that one of the requisites for the improvingement
the quality of of teacher’s education is hiring very highly -qualified candidates for
the job of teaching. So Therefore, universities and colleges are becoming more
selective among about the candidates they hire and are requiring demanding
higher grade point averages for admitting admission into their teacher education
programsmes.
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Comment [A3]: I suggest that you
clarify the period you are referring to. If
this article is being read 10 years later,
the reader may not be able to instantly
gauge the time you are referring to here.
Comment [A4]: For clarity, consider
stating the exact nature of these
arguments. For example, were they
over the need for better education
reforms?
Comment [A5]: For your readers’
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